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Profound sensorineural hearing loss is at the present time a major
worldwide health concern, affecting over 5% of the worlds’
population. Through cochlear implants (CI), treatment of
sensorineural hearing loss now offers the possibility to restore
hearing function through electrical stimulation of auditory
nerves. Treatment is based on the surgical implantation of a thin,
flexible array of microelectrodes into the cochlea. Nevertheless,
availability of the treatment is limited due to high costs, and
surgical insertion is associated with a high risk of trauma to the
fragile soft tissue of the cochlea. At the heart of this thesis
lies the proposition that these two problems may be addressed by
the development of a novel type of cochlear implant founded on
batch-producible, stretchable printed circuit board (PCB)
technology
As an alternative to conventional cochlear implant fabrication,
this thesis presents a fabrication process based on batchproducible stretchable PCB, featuring liquid alloy microchannels
in place of solid metallic wire conductors. A series of proof-ofconcept prototypes were designed, fabricated and evaluated.
According to results obtained from evaluation of the prototypes,
certain steps in the fabrication process were later revisited and
improved upon. Preliminary prototype fabrication yielded batches
of thin flexible cone-shaped electrode arrays designed for in-vivo
evaluation in guinea-pig cochleae. In-vitro evaluation in 3Dprinted printed cochlea models revealed that the prototypes were
sufficiently thin and compliant for insertion 23 mm deep into a
human cochlea and 4-6 mm into a guinea-pig cochlea, comparable to
commercially available counterparts.
Characterization of prototype test devices by optical microscopy,
optical interferometry and resistance measurements revealed a high
inherent variability in the developed fabrication process. In
order to ensure consistently adequate quality, further improvement
must be done. In particular, results of this work suggest that the
deposition of liquid alloy involved in stretchable PCB fabrication
should be automated to minimize uncertainty in the deposited
liquid alloy thickness and thus enable further miniaturization of
the stretchable PCB. Future efforts to successfully produce and
integrate electrodes from soft materials, e.g. conductive polymer,
liquid alloy or conductive hydrogels are highly recommended to
further reduce implant stiffness.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
En av innerörats två delar är hörselsnäckan, eller cochlean, som är en vätskefylld hålgång med en form
som liknar ett snäckskal. I cochlean befinner sig tusentals hårceller som svarar på akustiska vibrationer
från mellanörat och som, i sin tur, aktiverar hörselnerven. Om hårcellerna skadas svårt eller förloras kan
hörselnerven inte längre aktiveras, vilket ger upphov till sensorineural hörselnedsättning. Djup
sensorineural hörselnedsättning, eller dövhet, är en omfattande och världsomspännande
funktionsnedsättning som idag drabbar över fem procent av världens befolkning, såväl vuxna som barn.
En accepterad behandlingsform mot sensorineural hörselnedsättning är så kallade cochleaimplantat.
Behandlingen bygger på två delar; en ljudprocessor som tar upp och behandlar en ljudsignal, och själva
implantatet. Implantatet består av en tunn, flexibel och konformad elektrodrad som placeras inuti
cochlean genom ett kirurgiskt ingrepp. Enskilda elektroder aktiveras av olika frekvenser i signalen från
ljudprocessorn, och ger ifrån sig en ström som aktiverar hörselnerven. På så vis kringås hårcellens
funktion, och hörselförmågas kan återfås genom elektrisk stimulering av hörselnerven.
I egenskap av neural protes, med förmåga att återge funktionen hos ett sinnesorgan, representerar
cochleaimplantat ett hittills oöverträffat medicintekniskt framsteg. Emellertid är teknologin mycket dyr
eftersom tillverkning av cochleaimplantat innebär ett avancerat hantverk. Dessutom är behandlingen även
förknippad med en hög risk för skador på mottagarens inneröra, eftersom implantatet består av material
som är flera storleksordningar styvare än mjukvävnaden i cochlean. Detta arbete utgår ifrån förslaget att
dessa två problem går att lösa genom uvecklingen av ett nytt sorts cochleaimplantat som bygger på en
tillverkningsprocess hämtad från tillverkning av sträckbara kretskort. Avdelningen för Mikrosystemteknik
vid Uppsala Universitet har tidigare utvecklat en teknik för tillverkning av mjuka kretskort som lämpar sig
väl för serietillverkning. Tekniken bygger på mjuka silikonkretskort med ledare som består av
mikrofluidkanaler fyllda med en flytande legering. En teknik för serietillverkning av cochleaimplantat med
mjuka ledare är av stort intresse, då det har potential att minska såväl tillverkningskostnaden som
skaderisken.
I det här arbetet bygger vi vidare på den tekniken och anpassar den för serietillverkning av
cochleaimplantat utifrån mjuka kretskort. En tillverkningsprocess tas fram och en serie prototyper av
elektrodrader konstrueras. För att utvärdera tillverkningsprocessen utförs optiska och elektriska mätningar
på prototyperna och även in vitro-tester med realistiska 3D-utskrivna modeller av hörselsnäckor från
människor och marsvin. I 3D-utskrivna cochleamodeller uppnåddes ett insättningsdjup jämförbart med
prototypernas kommersiellt tillgängliga motsvarigheter. Den hantverksmässiga tillverkningsprocessen gav
emellertid upphov till något osäkra resultat och bör därför utvecklas vidare för att eliminera dessa
osäkerheter.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Stretchable and bio-integrated electronics
Distinguished from conventional rigid electronics or flexible electronics, which are primarily composed of
crystalline solids like metals or semiconductors, soft or stretchable electronics must consist mainly of
intrinsically soft and compliant materials, capable of elastic deformation, such as reversible stretching and
compression. The field of soft/stretchable electronics spans a wide and interdisciplinary scope of
theoretical frameworks and requires knowledge of electronics, organic chemistry, solid mechanics, material
science, fluid dynamics and more. The field is currently being actively researched and many different
processing techniques have been developed to demonstrate a wide array of stretchable, optoelectronic,
biointegrated and epidermal devices [1] as well as implantable neural interfaces [2].
The inherently compliant nature of stretchable electronics, e.g. the ability to conform to arbitrarily and
time-dependently curved surfaces, is a prerequisite for certain applications in bio-integratable systems, like
medical devices implanted inside of the body as well as epidermal electronic systems. High compliancy not
only ensures minimal abrasiveness on contacting soft tissue but also allows devices to form immediate
contact with non-uniform surfaces, which in turn aids in minimizing contact resistances of bio-electrodes.
By the term ‘bio-integrated’ we refer to any electronic device that in some way interacts with a biological
or physiological system. Such a broad term can thus denote various types of sensors that monitor
biological signals e.g. blood pressure, skin conductivity, chemical markers, and neural responses but also
actuators that regulate physiological processes. A brief introduction to stretchable bioelectronics with
several examples is given in the article by Joshipura et al (2017) [3].
Several modes of design and synthesis are available for fabricating electronic devices capable of high levels
of strain without experiencing mechanical failure. Wave- or serpentine-patterned flexible metallic thin
films on a pre-stretched substrate [4] [5], electrolytic elastomers [6], hybrids of conductive polymers with
hydrogels [7] and elastomers [8] are all examples of stretchable conductors that have demonstrated good
electrical performance under high strain. Liquid metals represent a different and promising class of
stretchable conductors that have excellent conductivity and stretchability [9]. The Division of
Microsystems Technology at Uppsala University have previously developed compliant electronic systems
based on microfluidic chip fabrication techniques using liquid alloy conductors [10]. The principle is based
on a soft silicone packaging containing an electronic circuit, the conductors of which are composed of
microfluidic channels filled with liquid alloy. Both liquid alloys and silicone offer many possibilities in
terms of processing. Liquid alloy can e.g. be injected into preformed microchannels of a silicone structure
or patterned onto a planar substrate of silicone and subsequently encapsulated in a second layer. The
method chosen for this project is to construct stretchable printed circuit boards with liquid alloy circuitry
patterned by atomization deposition, encapsulated in thin film silicone sheets with a thickness in the order
of 100 m.
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1.2 Cochlear implants for treatment of sensorineural deafness
1.2.1 Global significance
Disabling hearing loss (defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as a hearing loss greater than
40 decibels in the better hearing ear for adults and greater than 30 decibels in the better hearing ear for
children) and deafness are global health concerns that adversely affect the quality of life of millions, worldwide. WHO estimates that (as of March 2018) 466 million people (over 5% of the global population) are
affected by severe hearing loss, 34 million of which are children [11]. According to a 2015 Global Burden
of Disease (GBD) study, hearing loss was ranked as one of the leading impairments both in terms of
prevalence and years lived with disease [12]. Hearing impairment has been concluded to be highly
prevalent in low-income regions, in particular South Asia, Southeast Asia and sub-Saharan Africa [13]. In
many cases, hearing aid devices and cochlear implants may serve to restore hearing and mitigate the
impairment, nevertheless the need for hearing aids is largely unmet in low-, middle- and high-income
regions alike [11] [13]. Although the effects of deafness on the cognitive development of children are
complex and diverse, hearing impairment is correlated with lower median reading levels in children born
deaf, compared to children with normal hearing [14]. Early hearing aid treatment may thus positively
impact the language development and academic achievements of children born with severe disabling
hearing impairment.

1.2.2 Important accomplishments and concerns
Cochlear implants are a proven and accepted treatment to restore hearing function in patients with
profound/sensorineural hearing loss, through neural stimulation by an implanted array of electrodes.
Although benefits from cochlear implantation vary widely between different recipients, reported benefits
include the ability to perceive ambient sounds, understand speech, use a telephone and appreciate music.
The development of multichannel electrodes and effective sound-processing techniques have both been
important to improving experience in terms of properly encoding sound frequencies, enabling the user to
differentiate pitch [15].
In many cases, deafness is accompanied by some amount of residual low frequency hearing. Residual low
frequency hearing may act supplementary to the cochlear implant treatment and enhance understanding of
speech. However, cochlear implant surgery is often associated with a risk of trauma to the fragile tissues of
the intracochlear structure, and residual hearing is often lost to the surgical procedure, even when a
flexible implant is used [16]. In general, the stiffness of conventional cochlear implant electrode arrays is
many times greater than that of the soft tissue of the cochlea. This stiffness mismatch must be addressed
in order to reduce both the trauma related to electrode insertion and the formation of scar tissue around
the electrode.

1.3 Aim
This project aims to build upon established fabrication techniques for stretchable electronics in order to
advance the development of a novel, softer and batch-producible cochlear implant. The immediate
ambition is to produce proof-of-concept prototypes that demonstrate the possibility for batch-wise
fabrication of thin, cone-shaped and highly flexible electrode arrays, and to account for their viability.
Starting from a planar printed circuit board design, using liquid alloy as the conductors in a soft silicone
carrier, the expectation is to yield an electrode array with softness and flexibility rivaling that of
commercially available counterparts, which mainly feature solid metallic wire conductors. Ultimately,
significant long-term goals involve atraumatic cochlear implant surgery, preservation of residual hearing
and improved affordability. The first and second goals require a thinner and more compliant implant with
less abrasive interaction at the implant-tissue interface. The third goal can be achieved by reducing the
need of manual labor associated with implant fabrication i.e. by providing a fabrication process which is
compatible with automated large-scale production.
2

2 Methodology

2.1 Soft lithography in brief
Soft lithography is an umbrella term which encompasses a family of techniques used to construct and
replicate microscopic structures or patterns using soft materials e.g. elastomers such as
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The name alludes to conventional photolithography which is used in rigid
material microfabrication, however soft lithography does not require a high energy radiation source to
produce microscale features. Interested readers may wish to further familiarize themselves with the work
of G.M. Whitesides et al [17] for more information on the subject. Many soft lithography techniques enjoy
widespread application in biomedical engineering and in the production of microfluidic chips. Commonly
used processing methods include molding, transfer printing, capillary flowing, bonding and multilayer
structuring. As an example, a PDMS multilayer structure featuring microfluidic channels can be assembled
by bonding a PDMS layer molded with microscale trenches onto a second layer (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Schematic depicting a simple example of producing a multilayer PDMS structure featuring microfluidic channels using
soft lithography.

2.2 CI fabrication
The work of developing a thin and compliant CI electrode array from a stretchable PCB begins with the
design of the planar configuration of the PCB. The PCB will be designed and implemented as a multilayer
silicone structure with integrated thin platinum foil electrodes (see Figure 2). The PCB will be constructed
layer by layer. First, a thin foil of PDMS is fabricated and perforated, and platinum electrodes are placed
on top of the holes. The holes allow the electrodes to interact electrically with the outside of the device.
Platinum electrodes will be cut out from a 10 m thin foil. Liquid alloy interconnects ensure a low circuit
resistance while the electrode array remains compliant enough to conform to the shape of the cochlea
with minimal abrasiveness during implantation and while implanted. The liquid alloy pattern is transferred
to the PDMS via a stencil tape mask and deposited onto the PDMS via airbrush spraying, allowing all of
the circuitry to be patterned in one step. The stencil mask is produced with a cutter-plotter machine. The
circuitry is then encapsulated in a second layer of PDMS which is subsequently cured at an elevated
temperature to yield the finished CI PCB platform.
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Figure 2: Planar configuration of a CI PCB with twelve electrodes connected to liquid alloy interconnects, embedded in a thin
PDMS packaging.

The CI electrode array is finished by rolling the PCB platform into a thin cone, limiting the final width of
the device while simultaneously providing a smooth and rounded, (i.e. less abrasive) outer surface.
The main focus of this project will be to design and reliably construct a multichannel electrode array with
at least three electrodes, which is sufficiently thin for deep insertion into a human cochlea. A secondary
goal will be the fabrication and integration of soft electrodes, from an electrically conductive elastomeric
composite material. Replacing rigid metallic electrodes with soft electrodes has the potential of decreasing
the stiffness of the CI and thus further reduce irritation of the cochlear soft tissue during implantation. Inhouse fabrication of a thermocurable conductive elastomeric composite material, capable of bonding with
PDMS, will be attempted by mixing PDMS with the conductive polymer poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS).

2.3 Characterization of CI
Characterization of CI prototypes and repeatability of fabrication process will be determined optically,
electrically, and by in-vitro insertion trials on realistic 3D-printed models of human and guinea pig
cochlea.
Optical microscopy will be employed in order to characterize the physical dimensions of fabricated CI
prototypes, as well as the dimensions of their individual components, throughout the development
process. Of chief interest are the width and taper of the electrode array, i.e. the diameter of the crosssection at any point along the length of the CI. The width and taper of the CI will determine its achievable
insertion depth into a cochlea, as well as the stiffness of the CI. Other quantities of interest are the sheet
thickness of fabricated PDMS foils and the sizes and shapes of electrode openings and platinum
electrodes, respectively. The thickness of patterned liquid alloy interconnects will be measured via optical
profilometry.
Electrical performance of CI will be characterized by measurements of electrical continuity and circuit
resistance. Each CI channel (electrode) will be measured individually using a multimeter with one lead
connected to the backend of the CI and the other lead submerged in a phosphate buffered saline solution,
together with the electrode. A functional electrode should measure a resistance in the same order of
magnitude as the resistance of the saline solution.
Finally, CI prototypes will be evaluated in terms of achievable insertion depth and ease of handling during
insertion into 3D-printed cochlea models. Using anatomically correct cochlea models will give a good
preliminary indication of the mechanical behavior of CI prototypes during surgical insertion. Results may
reveal a need to optimize properties such as size, shape and stiffness of the CI in order to minimize risk of
trauma to cochlear tissue. 3D cochlea models will be filled with a soapy solution, to decrease friction, and
the electrode array will be handled with a tweezer.
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3 Background and theory

3.1 Principles of cochlear implant technology
3.1.1 Cochlear anatomy
The cochlea is the hollow, coiled structure situated in the inner ear, responsible for hearing in certain
mammals. The cochlea features two hollow cavities, the Scala vestibuli and Scala tympani, beginning at the
base near the oval and round windows, and ending at the apex near the central axis of the spiral (see Figure
3). The cavities, containing the fluid perilymph, are separated by the basilar membrane. The cochlea is
approximately 3.2-4.2 cm long and consists of approximately 2.75 turns [18]. The capacity to perceive
sound is facilitated by the Organ of Corti, which consists of ~16000 mechanosensory inner and outer hair
cells and supporting cells, distributed along the basilar membrane. Acoustic vibrations, picked up by the
outer ear, transferred as mechanical vibrations from the middle ear into the perilymph induce vibrations in
the basilar membrane that cause the hair cells to oscillate, which in turn transduces the vibrations into
electrical signals that activate the auditory nerves [19]. The motion of the hair cells is frequency dependent
along the cochlear duct since the stiffness of the basilar membrane varies from the base to the apex. The
sensory cells are said to be tonotopically arranged along the Organ of Corti, mapping high frequencies
closer to the base and low frequencies closer to the apex [18].

Figure 3: Simplified schematic of the anatomy of a cochlea. (Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9851961)

3.1.2 Neural stimulation by cochlear implantation
Sensorineural hearing loss or deafness often occurs as a result of damaged hair cells [20]. As hair cells
sustain damage or are lost altogether, the ability to convert acoustic vibrations into nerve impulses may be
severely reduced or entirely lost. As a neural prosthetic device, cochlear implants circumvent this problem
by direct stimulation of the auditory nerves through electrical interaction. In the case of multichannel
cochlear implants, neural stimulation is provided by means of an array of electrodes, which is surgically
implanted into the cochlea. The electrodes are housed in a long, thin and flexible silicone “needle” which
places the electrodes at different positions along the spiral-shaped tympanic duct. Sound, captured by an
external microphone, is fed through a signal processor and transmitted to the electrode array. The audio
signal is filtered such that individual electrodes are stimulated by different sound frequencies, to match the
tonotopic arrangement of the sensory hair cells of the cochlea [15]. Several important concerns govern the
design of an electrode array, including the number and spacing of stimulating contacts (electrodes), the
insertion length of the array into the cochlea, the placement of the array in the tympanic duct, orientation
5

of the electrodes in relation to the auditory neurons and the stiffness of the array which is related to
concerns of trauma during surgical insertion and extraction. Today, there exist two major classes of
electrode arrays that are commercially available: straight lateral wall (LW) electrode arrays and pre-curved
modiolar-hugging (MH) electrode arrays. LW electrodes are situated closer to the lateral (outer) wall of the
Scala tympani and are believed to stimulate the auditory nerve endings on the organ of Corti, while MH
electrodes on the other hand are believed to stimulate the spiral ganglion cells which are closer to the
modiolar (inner) wall. [21]. Concerning trauma, the pre-curved shape of MH electrodes may cause them to
damage the modiolar wall, in particular upon extraction of the electrode array, during revision surgery. LW
electrodes may injure the lateral wall and basilar membrane during surgical insertion [18].
The number and spacing of electrodes, as well as insertion length of the array relate to the range and
resolution of frequencies that can be replicated by the implant. Ideally, for the implant to accurately
replicate sound, there should be a large number of finely spaced electrodes and the active stimulation
length of the electrode should extend into the entire length of the cochlea. However, in reality variations
in size, coiling pattern and the pattern of surviving cells of individual cochleae play a large roll in limiting
the effectiveness of an implant [18]. A cochlea that is characterized by a low number of surviving cells,
concentrated near the basal part of the cochlea is benefitted much less by a large number of electrodes
inserted into the apical region of the cochlea. Electrode arrays should thus, ideally be designed with the
cochlear anatomy of the recipient in mind.

Figure 4: Schematic showing a simplified picture of a cochlear implant electrode array. The active insertion length refers to the
distance from the electrode closest to the base to the electrode closest to the tip.

3.1.3 Biomaterial requirements
Materials to be considered viable for cochlear implants must satisfy a number of requirements. To ensure
atraumatic insertion, the electrode array must be highly flexible. The overall stiffness should ensure that
the electrode array can be easily guided into the cochlea, while the tip must be soft enough not to
perforate the soft tissue. A feasible electrode array should also be expected to withstand long-term
implantation. This means that the constituent materials should be biologically tolerable and chemically
robust to the environment of the cochlea. To reduce the stiffness mismatch at the interface of the
electrode array and the soft tissue, and thus potentially assisting in preventing the formation of scar tissue
around the implant, the electrode array can e.g. be coated with an ultra-soft conductive hydrogel [22].
Contact electrodes should be highly resistive to chemical corrosion and have capacity for long-term charge
transfer to the neural elements, at a charge density which will not excite electrochemical reactions or cause
damage to the neural tissue [23].

3.2 Characteristics of soft materials for bioelectronics
3.2.1 Polydimethylsiloxane
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is a silicon based elastomer (commonly known as a “silicone”) which
consists of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and silicon. The general formula of PDMS is MDnM, where n refers
to the number of repetitions of the dimethylsiloxy group D, and M refers to the trimethylsilyl end groups
of the polymer chain [24], see Figure 5. PDMS is non-toxic, elastically deformable, optically transparent,
6

electrically insulating and gas-permeable. Due to its favorable properties it has found widespread use in
many commercial applications, including production of microfluidic chips, biomedical patches and
cosmetics.

Figure 5: Molecular structure of PDMS.

PDMS is commercially available as a liquid two component (“base” and “curing agent”) system that
contains vinyl group-terminated siloxane oligomers. The curing agent also contains cross-linking
oligomers while the base contains a platinum-based catalyst which cures the elastomer by promoting an
organometallic cross-linking reaction when the two components are mixed [25]. It is possible to vary the
mechanical properties of PDMS by tuning the curing process. Increasing the ratio of curing agent to the
base component produces a higher cross-linking density, thus increasing the mechanical stiffness of the
cured elastomer. The elastic modulus and maximum elongation at break can be tuned by varying the
curing temperature [10]. Although PDMS is intrinsically hydrophobic, its surface may be modified by
plasma treatment, to temporarily improve wettability. Exposing the surface to an oxygen plasma
functionalizes the surface with a hydroxyl (OH) group that improves wetting and bonding to the surface
[10] [26].

3.2.2 Liquid alloy
The terms “liquid metal” and “liquid alloy” refer to a metal or alloy which is in a liquid state at room
temperature. Liquid metals and liquid alloys, characterized by simultaneously holding thermal and
electrical properties comparable to those of rigid metals, as well as mechanical and dynamic properties of
liquids, naturally offer advantages that are particularly well suited for applications in the field of soft
electronics. The ability of low viscosity liquid alloys to undergo stress-free deformation allows for soft
electronics with interconnects that have relatively large cross-sections, which can significantly reduce the
resistance of the circuits compared to stretchable or flexible electronics made with rigid metal
interconnects. A liquid is able conform to surfaces that are arbitrarily curved in space and continuously
changing in time, making liquid alloys a good candidate for use in epidermal electronics and as tissue
contacting electrodes with a low contact resistance [27].
The perhaps most well-known example of an elemental liquid metal is mercury (Hg). Caesium (Cs), and
gallium (Ga) are examples of elemental metals which are solid at room temperature but become liquid at
body temperature. The explosive reactivity of Cs in air and water [28] makes it unsuitable for biomedical
applications, while Hg is known to be toxic. Conversely, Ga has the benefit of being non-toxic, as well as
being readily alloyed with other metals. Generally, alloys of Ga, that consist of gallium, indium (In), tin
(Sn) and bismuth (Bi) are considered non-toxic and are thereby viable for certain applications in
biomedical technology [9]. For example, the eutectic gallium based alloy Galinstan (which is of main
interest in this thesis) is composed of 67% Ga, 20.5% In and 12.5% Sn and has been applied to dental
fillings and has been used to replace Hg in a commercial thermometer [29]. Beyond having a large
practical temperature window of use, due to its low melting point of -19 °C, Galinstan has high electrical
conductivity and a viscosity comparable to that of water (see Table 1, water has a viscosity of ~1 mPa∙s
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[30]). Another commercially available binary alloy of gallium is eGaIn (a eutectic alloy of gallium and
indium).
The surface of Ga and its alloys oxidizes when exposed oxygen, forming an oxide skin which affects both
electrical and rheological properties of the liquid. If undesired, the oxide can be stripped by exposure to
acid or alkaline solutions. Due to the oxide layer, the alloy can behave like a non-Newtonian fluid and
assume stable non-equilibrium shapes [31].
Table 1: Properties of liquid (and low temperature) metals and alloys [10].

Surface tension
Melting point
Boiling point
Thermal
conductivity
Electrical
conductivity
Density
Viscosity

Unit
m∙N/m
°C
°C

Galinstan
670
-19.0
1,300

eGain
624
15.5
-

Ga
708
29.7
2,400

Hg
480
-38.8
357

Cs
28.5
671

W/m∙K

16.5

39

40.6

8.5

35.9

S/m

3.46×106

3.3×106

3.7×106

1.04×106

5×106

kg/m3
Pa∙s

6,440
2.4×10-3

6,363
1.99×10-3

6,095
-

13,534
1.53×10-3

1,843
-

3.2.3 Conducting polymers
Polymers are organic molecules that form chains of repeating “monomer” units. An early example of an
electrically conducting polymer is polyaniline (PANI), which was first described in the 19 th century [32].
Other examples of well-known conducting polymers are polyacetylene (PAC), polypyrrole (PPy),
polythiophene (PT) and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) [33].
In a simplified explanation, the property that gives rise to the intrinsic conductivity of conducting
polymers is their conjugated backbone (see Figure 6), i.e. the presence of alternating double and single
covalent bonds between the carbon atoms in the backbone of the polymer chains. The bonds alternate
between strongly localized -bonds and a combination of - and -bonds, which promotes electrons to
become more easily delocalized [34]. Typically the intrinsic conductivity range of conducting polymers
largely overlap with that of semiconductors, however in 1977 Shirakawa et al discovered that with a
process dubbed “doping” (actually oxidation with a halogen or reduction with an alkali metal), it was
possible to increase the conductivity of the polymer by several orders of magnitude [35].

Figure 6: The structure of polyacetylene.

Although conducting polymers have attracted interest in many areas including organic light-emitting
diodes (OLEDs) and organic solar cells, their interest in this thesis lies primarily in the possibility of highly
conductive composite conductive polymer-elastomer systems. A commercially available conducting
polymer, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) is an aqueous polymer
mixture that can be treated to attain metallic conductivity [36]. Although PEDOT:PSS is naturally
immiscible with PDMS, due the hydrophobic nature of PDMS, it has been shown that a small addition of
the block co-polymer PDMS-b-PEO grafts the PDMS backbone with hydrophilic PEO sidechains, which
aides their miscibility. The mixture could then be cured, yielding a stretchable and conducting polymerelastomer composite [8].
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4 Experimental details

4.1 Overview of Cochlear implant design
In principle, batch-wise production of CI-electrode arrays from stretchable printed circuit boards (PCB)
can be reduced to a set of sub-processes using microfluidic principles. A layer-by-layer fabrication scheme
can be employed to produce a stretchable PCB using tape transfer atomization technology, wherein a
patterned circuit of liquid alloy interconnects is transferred onto a semi-cured silicone carrier substrate.
The circuit is subsequently encapsulated by a second layer of uncured (i.e. liquid) silicone which is
solidified and bonded to the first layer by thermal curing. Integration of microelectrodes for neural
stimulation is then a matter of terminating the liquid alloy interconnects with some conductive component
that facilitates electrical contact between the implant circuitry and the outside of the device, e.g. the target
tissue. The planar PCB is then shaped into a thin truncated cone, by means of rolling the PCB, which can
then be inserted into the cochlea.
There are several significant factors to consider when designing a CI electrode array, including desired
insertion depth and placement of the implant in the cochlea, the overall volume of the implant (in
particular its diameter), and the desired number of discrete nerve-stimulating elements (electrodes) and
what materials should make up the array.
An overall thin form factor is important to provide high flexibility and compliancy, which is a prerequisite
for atraumatic surgery by limiting the risk of damage to the intracochlear structure such as perforation of
tissue during insertion, as well as inflammatory responses, caused by the stiffness mismatch at the implanttissue interface. A thin profile is also a desirable trait since (1) it allows the electrode array to be inserted
deeper into the cochlear structure, thus enabling electrical stimulation of the nerves situated deeper in the
cochlear ducts, corresponding to the lower acoustic frequencies and (2) the implant then displaces less of
the perilymph contained inside the cochlea. The number of discrete stimulating electrodes, coupled with
the insertion depth of the implant affects the user experience of the CI in terms of frequency resolution
and the bandwidth of the frequency spectrum that the implant is able to reproduce.
Figure 7 depicts a schematic of the planar PCB designed for the CI electrode arrays developed during this
project. The gray lines represent the liquid alloy interconnects, which are encapsulated in a thin sheet of
PDMS silicone and terminated at the left end by copper foil electrical connectors and at the right end by
electrode openings in the PDMS. The PCB design tapers from the base (left) to the tip (right), such that the
electrode arrays become cone-shaped when the soft PCB are rolled.

Figure 7: Schematics of the planar PCB designs of the CI electrode arrays developed in this project, in chronological
order from (a) to (d).
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4.1.1 Estimating implant thickness
The CI is obtained by rolling the stretchable PCB, which is essentially a thin silicone sheet with embedded
liquid alloy microfluidic channels. The relationship between sheet thickness, the two-dimensional size of
the PCB and its diameter once rolled is approximately described by equation 1, which was used to provide
a starting point in order to obtain a CI of sufficiently thin diameter.
A sheet of material is rolled into a conical shape if the length of the piece tapers from a maximal value to a
minimal one (see Figure 8). We denote the length of the sheet L(x), where x denotes the dimension along
the cones central axis. The outer diameter, Do, of the cone will depend on the length of rolled material, as
well as the thickness, t, of the material and the inner diameter, Di, if a central hole in the cone is to be
considered.

4𝐿𝑡
𝐷𝑜 = √
+ 𝐷𝑖2 .
𝜋

(1)

Figure 8: Relevant geometric quantities of planar CI design. (a) Here L(x) refers to the length of rolled material,
whereas x refers to the length dimension of the electrode array. (b) Di refers to the inner diameter of the roll if a
central hole is present, Do refers to the outer diameter of the roll, and t refers to the thickness of the rolled sheet of
material.

The approximate formula in equation 1 can be derived from a simplified model that assumes that the roll
of material consists of a set of adjacent concentric layers of thickness t. The total length of material is then
approximated as the product of the number of layers, N, and the average length of a layer, <l>.
𝐿 ≡ 𝑁 ×< 𝑙 > .

(2)

The number of layers is equal to the thickness of the roll divided by the thickness of each layer, and the
average layer length is given by the average diameter of the roll multiplied by pi.
𝐷𝑜 − 𝐷𝑖
.
2𝑡
𝜋
< 𝑙 >= (𝐷𝑜 + 𝐷𝑖 ).
2
𝑁=

Equation 5 is then given by inserting equation 3 and 4 into equation 2, which can be rearranged to
equation 1.
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(3)
(4)

𝐿=

𝜋
𝐷𝑜2 − 𝐷𝑖2
×
.
4
𝑡

(5)

A sheet thickness of 100 m and a rolled length that tapers from 10 mm to 1 mm, assuming no central
hole, would according to equation 1 produce a cone with an outer diameter that tapers from ~1.13 mm to
~356 m.

4.2 Process development
4.2.1 A planar CI platform with electrode openings
The soft and stretchable silicon based elastomer system Elastosil RT601 A/B, (Wacker Chemie AG), was
chosen to act as the physical carrier of the CI-electrode circuitry. Elastosil RT601 is a two component
room temperature curable silicone known as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS).
A viscous, transparent, pourable solution is produced by mixing its two liquid components, a silicone
oligomer base (A), and a curing agent (B) which promotes the silicone polymer chains to crosslink, thus
solidifying the elastomer, at room temperature or elevated temperatures. The oligomer base and the curing
agent are carefully weighed and mixed at a weight ratio of 9:1 (A:B), one at a time. The mixture is then
thoroughly stirred using a clean glass rod for ~5 minutes. To remove trapped air bubbles introduced by
stirring, the PDMS may be placed in a vacuum chamber for several minutes and stored in a freezer at -20
°C to degas, several hours before processing. The uncured PDMS mixture can be stored at < 0 °C
temperatures for several weeks. To prevent particle contamination, the container is kept sealed.

Figure 9: Schematic illustrating the process of preparing uncured PDMS. (a) Mixing base and curing agent at a ratio
of 9:1 by weight, (b) stirring for 5 minutes, (c) vacuum chamber degassing, (d) sealing and storing in a freezer.

Thin PDMS films were prepared on substrates made of glass or plastic OH sheets, using a 4-sided
stainless steel film applicator (BYK-Gardner GmbH), see Figure 10 (a), (e). The film applicator produces
thin films of a specific thickness according to one of its four different clearance gaps (50 m, 100 m, 150
m, and 200 m) which is selected according to the orientation of the applicator.
Films were prepared by pouring a small sample of uncured PDMS on a flat surface and slowly sliding the
film applicator across the sample. The applicator then acts as a leveling mechanism which spreads the
PDMS into a thin film of controlled thickness. The mechanical properties of the PDMS films, as well as
the level of curing (fully cured vs semi-cured), can be controlled by varying the ambient temperature and
curing time. Curing occurs gradually, and the PDMS can be considered semi-cured if the PDMS is solid
but the surface is tacky, whereas fully cured PDMS has no surface tackiness. Semi-cured PDMS has been
shown to be preferable for tape transfer atomization deposition of liquid alloy [37] as the tacky semi-cured
surface offers better wetting of liquid alloy to the PDMS and thus provides a more uniform liquid alloy
pattern. A semi-cured PDMS also offers superior encapsulation of the liquid alloy pattern, since the two
layers of PDMS that encapsulate the liquid alloy then will bond chemically at the interface as opposed to
merely adhering.
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The level of curing is best evaluated by touching the PDMS surface with a fingertip. If the surface retains
its shape, but feels tacky to the touch and a visible fingerprint is left, the PDMS has a good level of semicuring. Room temperature curing, though slower, offers much greater control than elevated temperature
curing and is recommended for any process that is sensitive to the level of curing. Thin films and
encapsulation layers of various thicknesses were mainly cured at room temperature, but also at 60 °C in an
oven. Small test series were performed to evaluate proper curing times at the stated temperatures for films
of approximately 50 m, 80 m and 100 m thickness.

Figure 10: Schematic depicting the tools and basic steps for patterning and encapsulating channels of liquid alloy
inside a thin PDMS structure. (a) Spreading a thin layer of uncured PDMS on a rigid substrate using a film
applicator, (b) transferring a vinyl tape pattern mask to a substrate of semi-cured PDMS, (c) spray atomization
deposition of liquid alloy using a handheld airbrush, (d) encapsulation of liquid alloy in a second layer of PDMS, (e)
the film-applicator used to produce thin PDMS films and (f) a handheld airbrush, connected to a high pressure
regulator.

A general method for producing a multilayered PDMS structure with microfluidic channels containing
liquid alloy has been previously developed by the division of microsystems technology at Uppsala
University [37]. The basic steps of the method is described in Figure 10 (a)-(d).
A cutter plotter (CraftRoboPro, Graphtec) was used to cut the desired pattern into a vinyl tape resting on
a wax coated liner (RITRAMA, L & M series). The cutter plotter settings was adjusted to work optimally
with the specific tape that was used. A stencil mask was produced by removing the undesired parts from
the tape. In order to transfer the tape mask onto a semi-cured substrate of PDMS, a weak adhesive
transfer tape (ApliTape 4050, RTape Corp.) was laminated onto the surface of the vinyl tape mask. The
transfer tape helped to provide a rigid support while transferring the pattern onto the PDMS substrate and
preserve the complicated patterns. The transfer tape was then removed from the pattern mask and a liquid
alloy was deposited on the substrate through a handheld airbrush using a 25 psi air pressure. The liquid
alloy used is a eutectic alloy of Gallium, Indium and Tin (brand name Galinstan, from Gallium, Indium
and Stannum), with a melting point of -19 °C [38]. Subsequent removal of the tape mask yielded a welldefined liquid alloy pattern on the PDMS substrate. Encapsulation of the liquid alloy was performed with
a 4-sided film applicator (BYK-Gardner, GmbH). A 50 m second layer of uncured PDMS was applied
on top of the patterned first layer of semi-cured PDMS. The entire structure was then allowed to fully
cure, which bonds the encapsulation layer of PDMS to the base layer through polymer chain cross-linking
at the interface between the layers, yielding a thin, elastic sheet of transparent silicone with a pattern of
encapsulated channels of liquid alloy.
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In order to produce consistent results between different CI, the shape of each planar PCB platform
should be cut into identical shapes, prior to rolling. To achieve this, a mold of the preferred PCB platform
design was made by cutting the designed shape into a 70 m thick vinyl tape (L & M series, RITRAMA)
using a cutter plotter (CraftRoboPro, Graphtec). After removal of the undesired parts, the tape was then
transferred and laminated to an OH sheet substrate, which had previously washed with isopropyl alcohol
(IPA), to form the mold. Subsequent pouring of uncured PDMS into the vinyl tape mold followed by
removal of excess PDMS using a squeegee yields a 70 m thick base layer in the desired shape, which can
be consistently reproduced. Figure 11 illustrates the design and fabrication process of a specific CI
prototype PCB, produced using the described method.

Figure 11: Top view schematic of the planar PCB design of a CI prototype. (a) – (b) illustrates the process of
producing a molded reproducible PDMS base layer, applying a pattern tape mask, liquid alloy deposition, and
removal of the tape mask to reveal the liquid alloy interconnect pattern.

The PDMS was allowed to semi-cure in room temperature for at least 35 minutes to ensure mechanical
stability of the PDMS base layer before further processing. A stencil mask for the pattern of liquid alloy
conductors is produced from a 90 m thick vinyl tape (L & M, series RITRAMA) with a cutter plotter,
and transferred onto the base layer using a transfer tape (ApliTape 4050, RTape Corp.). The pattern mask
was positioned manually, and alignment of the pattern mask to the PDMS mold was achieved by aligning
the corners of the tape mold to the corners of the tape mask. Prior to liquid alloy deposition, electrode
openings are produced in the ends of the interconnect patterns, by hole punching. Circular holes are cut
into the PDMS base layer by pressing down a dispensing needle with a chamfered tip and an outer
diameter of 0.4 mm (Sterican ® single use needle, Braun).
Early prototype designs featured purely liquid alloy electrodes, and thus atomization deposition of liquid
alloy was performed without covering the hole-punched electrode opening beforehand. Later designs
would feature solid platinum electrodes, which were positioned on top of the openings prior to liquid
alloy deposition to prevent the liquid alloy to escape when the structure is removed from the substrate.
The pattern mask was carefully peeled off in the lengthwise direction of the liquid alloy interconnects, to
prevent smudging of the liquid alloy. Encapsulation of the liquid alloy and electrodes in a 50 m thick
layer of uncured PDMS was performed with a film applicator (BYK-Gardner GmbH). The encapsulation
layer was then allowed to semi-cure at room temperature for ~45 minutes and the platform is
subsequently detached from the mold by manually cutting along the edges of the mold with a scalpel. A
cross-section schematic of the entire process is depicted in Figure 12 (a) – (h), which shows the multilayer
structure of the stretchable PCB.
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Figure 12: Schematic, showing the basic successive steps taken to produce a CI electrode array at a section across an
electrode. (a) Casting the first PDMS layer in a mold of 70 m thick vinyl tape, and removing excess PDMS with a
squeegee. (b) Alignment and laminating the pattern mask onto a semi-cured PDMS surface. (c) Producing an
electrode opening in the pattern, using a dispensing needle with a chamfered tip as a circular knife to punch a hole in
the PDMS. (d) Covering the electrode opening by surface mounting a pre-shaped 10 m thick, circular platinum
electrode, using a pick & place machine. (e) Atomization deposition of liquid alloy, using tape mask to pattern. (f)
After pattern mask removal, use film applicator to deposit a 50 m thick PDMS layer, covering the pattern. (g)
Removal of semi-cured platform from tape mold, cutting along tape edges with a scalpel. (h) Rolling semi-cured
platform into a conical probe.

4.2.2 Electrical connectors
A CI electrode array requires some means of connecting to an external voltage source or signal processor
to function. The signal that is to be carried to the auditory nerve cells is not generated by the electrode
array itself, but from a sound processor which is in turn connected to a microphone. Electrical connection
was provided by integrating pieces of 25 m thick, copper foil (Sigma Aldrich) into the PCB. Pieces of
copper were cut from the foil using a cutter plotter with settings optimized to cut copper foil, and later
embedded into the stretchable PCB designs. Several different designs (see Figure 13) for the copper
connectors could be reliably reproduced using the cutter plotter, and different designs were compared
with regards to their tensile strength once embedded in PDMS.

Figure 13: Schematic of the different connector designs.

To ensure stability while cutting the pieces and to prevent the cutter plotter knife from ripping the very
thin and fragile copper foil, the foil was laminated to a rigid plastic sheet with an adhesive surface using a
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plastic squeegee prior to cutting. The cut copper pieces were then carefully removed with a tweezer,
pressed flat between two pieces of glass and cleaned with isopropyl alcohol on each side.
Two different approaches were tried for integrating copper connectors into stretchable PCB. In the first
approach, the copper pieces were placed and adhered to the base layer of semi-cured PDMS prior to
patterning liquid alloy. This required a means of carefully aligning the connectors to the pattern mask for
the liquid alloy deposition, and also required the connectors to be masked off to prevent them from
adhering to the liquid alloy tape mask. The liquid alloy was then spray deposited onto the copper and
PDMS substrate simultaneously. Since this approach proved both time consuming and complicated, and
furthermore had a high probability for failure, a second simpler approach was tried. In the later approach,
the connectors were placed manually with tweezers onto the previously spray-deposited liquid alloy
pattern and carefully pressed down to adhere well to the semi-cured PDMS surface. To reduce contact
resistance between liquid alloy and copper, the connectors were first sprayed with liquid alloy on the
contact pads. For both approaches, the connectors were completely encapsulated by the second layer of
PDMS. The ends of the connectors were exposed by removing excess PDMS with a scalpel, once fully
cured. Figure 14 shows a step-by-step schematic of the respective processes.
While, in principle, a simple rectangular connector design would serve sufficiently, such a design could
easily be detached from the thin and fragile PDMS encapsulation if not carefully handled. This
necessitated the development of more complicated geometries which could offer better mechanical
anchoring of the connectors in the PDMS. Tensile strength tests were performed to evaluate and compare
the quality of the different designs. Ten connectors of each design were produced and encapsulated in a
thin layer of PDMS (see Figure 15 (a)). The connectors were then pulled until detached at a controlled
speed of 5 mm/s using a linear actuator stage. A spring loaded dynamometer (Figure 15 (b)) was used to
measure the tension at break.

Figure 14: Step-by-step schematic illustrating the process of integrating copper foil connectors to the stretchable
PCB circuitry, (a) prior to and (b) after the deposition of liquid alloy pattern.
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Figure 15: Tensile strength test setup for copper connectors. (a) A sample set of encapsulated connectors and (b) a
spring dynamometer used to measure the tension at which the connectors detached from the PDMS.

4.2.3 Electrode fabrication and integration
The electrodes of a CI electrode array are the components of the implant that carry the electrical signal
from the sound processor to the contacting intra-cochlear tissue and is thus responsible for neural
stimulation. Requirements set on the material properties of implantable electrodes should include
sufficient robustness to the chemical environment of the body, biocompatibility and sufficiently high
electrical conductivity. There are several potentially viable options for electrode materials, including
electrically conductive polymers [39], solid metallic platinum [23], liquid alloys [27] and conductive
hydrogels [40]. Each of these materials have their own set of respective advantages and drawbacks that
affect their suitability, ease of manufacture and integration into the system. In this project, the possibilities
of processing and integrating electrodes from solid platinum, liquid alloy and conductive polymer were
explored.
In the interest of keeping good mechanical and electrical contact with arbitrarily curved and time dynamic
surfaces, such as animal or human tissue, liquid alloy electrodes pose an interesting choice to explore since
they combine the high conductivity of a metal with the compliancy of a liquid. In terms of processability
and ease of integration, liquid alloy electrodes were by far the simplest choice. Electrode arrays featuring
liquid alloy electrodes were fabricated by encapsulating liquid alloy interconnects inside a stretchable PCB
made of PDMS. In this case, the actual liquid alloy interconnects themselves would act as electrodes, by
simply terminating the microfluidic channels with holes through the base layer of PDMS. The holes then
permit the interconnects electrical and mechanical contact with the outside of the device and thus serve as
electrodes accordingly. An electrical signal sent from the copper connectors via the liquid alloy would then
be passed on to whatever material is in direct contact with the holes. The holes were produced by
manually cutting the PDMS substrate using a single use dispensing cannula as a hole-punch. Alignment of
the holes to the liquid alloy pattern is achieved by first applying the pattern mask to the PDMS substrate
and punching the holes at the ends of each interconnect. The pattern is subsequently produced with an
airbrush, which fills the holes with liquid alloy. The liquid alloy is then encapsulated by a layer of uncured
PDMS which is allowed to semi-cure at room temperature before the PCB is manually rolled into a cone
shaped electrode array. No method was developed to ensure that the liquid alloy contained inside the
holes was retained when the PCB was lifted from the substrate in the rolling process, and thus most of the
liquid alloy inside the holes adhered to the substrate rather than the electrode openings.
Commercial CI electrode arrays generally feature platinum electrodes, due to their suitable material
properties, such as good biocompatibility and chemical robustness to the intra-cochlear environment [23].
As such, the fabrication and integration of thin platinum electrodes were important project goals for
realizing a novel implantable electrode array, suited for long term implantation.
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Platinum electrodes were produced from 10 m thick platinum foil (99.95% purity, Goodfellow
Cambridge ltd.). Circular pieces of platinum were cut from the sheet using single use dispensing needles as
hole punches. Three different gauges of needles were tried, with outer diameters of 0.4 mm, 0.5 mm and
0.8 mm, respectively (see Figure 17 (a)). The foil was first placed flat against a thin PDMS substrate, and
the needles were gently pressed through the platinum sheet to cut small circular pieces. Keeping the
needle pressed against the substrate and simultaneously lifting the platinum foil would leave electrodes
weakly adhered to the PDMS substrate. If the platinum pieces were caught inside the needle, they could
be recovered by blowing air through the needle which forced the piece out of the needle. The electrodes
were then flattened between two sheets of glass by applying manual force.
It eventually became necessary to alter the design of the vinyl tape pattern mask for the liquid alloy
interconnects, in order to fit the platinum electrodes properly inside the tape mask. Figure 16 illustrates an
example of three platinum electrodes placed at the ends of the interconnect pattern lines, with the
previous design (left) compared to the altered design (right). Square holes with a side length of 0.5 mm
were cut at the end of the pattern mask lines to provide a greater clearance between the platinum
electrodes and the mask edges. The alteration was made to prevent the electrodes from sticking to the
mask during the peel-off process.

Figure 16: Top view schematic that shows the placement of platinum foil electrodes on the PDMS base layer. The

green field represents the vinyl tape pattern mask for the liquid alloy channels. Pattern mask design was altered at the
right end of each channel to provide clearance for the platinum electrodes.

The platinum electrodes were integrated into stretchable cochlear implant PCBs on top of the previously
hole-punched electrode openings in the base layer of PDMS, prior to liquid alloy deposition. Integration
was performed by surface mounting the electrodes onto the PCB with a pick & place machine (Protoplace
S, LPKF Laser & Electronics AB), pictured in Figure 17 (b). A pick & place machine is commonly used in
the electronics industry to assemble surface mounted electronic components on printed circuit boards,
with high precision. Electrodes were picked up with a hollow needle connected to a vacuum pump. The
needle is then guided by hand to sit directly above the desired location to place the electrode. Gently
pressing the needle down at a desired position releases the vacuum pressure and places the electrode onto
the surface. Figure 17 (c) shows a close up photograph of the pick & place machine being operated, and
Figure 17 (d) shows a CI PCB with mounted platinum electrodes covering the electrode openings. The
green fields in Figure 17 (c)-(d) is the vinyl pattern mask used to transfer the liquid alloy pattern onto the
PDMS surface.
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Figure 17: Experimental setup for fabrication and integration of platinum electrodes. (a) Three blunt tip dispensing
needles of different gauge, used to fabricate platinum electrodes. (b) A photograph of the pick & place machine
(Protoplace S, LPKF Laser & Electronics AB) used to position the electrodes onto the CI platform. (c) Close up
photograph of the pick & place machine setup, showing a needle holding a platinum electrode. (d) Close up
photograph showing three surface mounted platinum electrodes.

4.2.4 Conductive polymer-elastomer hybrid
A partial goal of the project was to explore the possibility to produce electrode arrays featuring soft
electrodes fabricated from an elastic conductive polymer hybrid material. Such novel electrodes could
alleviate much of the stiffness mismatch at the electrode-tissue interface by virtue of combining the elastic
properties and low stiffness of an elastomer like PDMS with a reasonably high electric conductivity that
would allow for a viable electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve. A conductive polymer-elastomer
hybrid material synthesized by mixing the elastomer PDMS with the conductive polymer poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with poly(styrene sulfonic acid) (abbreviated PEDOT:PSS) has been
previously demonstrated and used to produce highly stretchable interconnects mounted on PDMS
substrates [8]. Though the hydrophobicity of PDMS makes it naturally immiscible with PEDOT:PSS, the
addition of an optimized amount of the block co-polymer poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-ethylene oxide)
(abbreviated PDMS-b-PEO) was shown to facilitate the blending of the two.
In this project, experiments were conducted in attempts to reproduce the PDMS-PEDOT:PSS composite
and evaluate the resistivity of the material by performing 4-point measurements on thin film samples. A
commercially available PEDOT:PSS (Clevios PH1000, Heraeus) was purchased from Ossila, Ltd. The
block co-polymer PDMS-b-PEO was purchased from Polysciences, Inc. Two commercially available
brands of PDMS were used in the experiments (Elastosil RT601 by Wacker Chemie AG and Sylgard 184
by Dow Corning Corporation).
All constituent components were first carefully weighed and poured, one at a time, into a plastic cup. The
weight ratio of the constituents were normalized to the total weight of the PDMS, with PEDOT:PSS at
200% and PDMS-b-PEO at 30% which was prescribed as optimized in terms of mechanical and electrical
properties according to the reference material [8]. To mix the components, a high powered electrical
rotary tool (Dremel Co) was used together with a circular steel brush drill bit. The tool was mounted on a
stand and the steel brush was set to rotate at the lowest possible setting (5000 rpm) to thoroughly mix the
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components. The components were mixed for only 10 minutes when using Elastosil RT601 in order to
minimize the risk of the PDMS curing while exposed to room temperature during mixing. When Sylgard
184 was used, the components were mixed for 60 minutes, to produce a more homogeneous mix. The
mixture was then poured into a petri dish, placed in a vacuum chamber for 30 minutes to remove the air
bubbles introduced by mixing and stored in a refrigerator. Unlike liquid PDMS, the mixture could not be
stored in a freezer, since PEDOT:PSS is an aqueous solution, which causes the mixture to freeze at
subzero temperatures. Thin film samples of PDMS-PEDOT:PSS for resistivity measurements were
transfer printed onto a sheet of cured PDMS using a squeegee and two layers of a ~90 m thick vinyl tape
mask. The pattern for the measurement samples featured a 2 mm by 7 mm interconnect bridging two
square 8 mm by 8 mm contact pads (see Figure 18) and had the same thickness as the tape mask prior to
curing (~180 m).

Figure 18: Schematic of the design and fabrication process for the PDMS:PEDOT:PSS composite thin film
samples. Samples were transfer printed onto a substrate of cured PDMS using a 180 m thick vinyl tape mask.

Samples were cured in an oven for 2 hours at an ambient temperature of 80 °C. Resistivity measurements
with a 4-point probe setup could not be performed, since the cured thin film samples exhibited very
unfavorable mechanical properties. The samples exhibited no discernible elastic properties, and were very
brittle, to the point at which the 4-point probe test leads would crumble and break the samples on contact.
Further attempts to measure resistivity were made using a different design for the samples (see Figure 19).
A 2 by 15 mm thin film bridge was transferred onto a PDMS substrate with 1 cm by 1 cm square copper
film contact pads connected to each end of the bridge. A set of 9 samples were made, and 4-point
measurements were performed by connecting the test lead to the copper contact pads instead of the
samples, however, uncontrolled shrinkage of the polymer hybrid during curing made it difficult to
measure resistivity, since the film thickness was unknown. Instead, only resistance was measured.
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Figure 19: Revised design scheme for the PDMS:PEDOT:PSS composite thin film samples.

4.2.5 Rolling prototype cochlear implants
Once a reliable process for structuring thin planar CI PCB with integrated electrodes has been developed,
the next milestone in process development is to successfully translate the planar design into very thin
cylindrical or cone-shaped structures that can be inserted into a human cochlea. This is achieved by rolling
the thin planar PDMS sheet that composes the stretchable PCB. Indeed, exploring the viability of
producing consistently rolled stretchable PCB, with a sufficiently small diameter as well as preserved
functionality in terms of electrical properties, can be considered one of the most important steps of the
process development and is by no means a trivial task. Ideally, the method of rolling a stretchable PCB
should be automated, in order for the implant to be fully batch producible, however in this project, focus
lay on developing a manual rolling process, in which the process engineer is required to roll the structure
by hand, one at a time.
Different methods for rolling thin PDMS sheets were explored, for various sheet thicknesses from 50 m
to 150 m and various levels of curing, both with and without encapsulated liquid alloy interconnects.
PDMS sheets were prepared on substrates of glass and plastic OH-films that were first cleaned with
acetone and isopropyl alcohol.
As a first step, plain sheets of 100 m thick PDMS were prepared on OH-films using a manual film
applicator. The PDMS was allowed to fully cure in a 70 °C oven for 5 minutes. Rectangular pieces of the
PDMS sheets were then cut to shape with a scalpel and excess PDMS was removed. The pieces were
individually rolled into cylinders by pressing a microscope glass slider against the edge of the PDMS and
sliding the glass in a straight line across the PDMS sheet, as pictured in Figure 20 (c). The edge of the
PDMS sheet adhered to the glass and was forced to fold upwards against the surface of the sheet. Keeping
a constant and firm pressure against the glass while continuing to slide the glass in the same direction
promoted the PDMS sheet to roll into a cylinder that, if the rolled length was sufficiently great (i.e. in the
order of a few centimeters), did not unravel after the pressure was removed. Using this method, a small
series of test cylinders were rolled from a 100 m thick PDMS sheet, in order to experimentally evaluate
the relationship between rolled length and cylinder diameter. The rolled lengths of the cylinders ranged
between 1 and 5 cm in increments of 0.5 cm. The diameters of the cylinders were measured using an
optical microscope. This method was also used to produce sample cylinders from PDMS sheets with
encapsulated liquid alloy (see Figure 20 (a), (b) and (d)), however, the method proved inappropriate since
the pressure from the glass slider often caused ruptures of the liquid alloy channels, which resulted in
leakage. The approach of using a glass slider was also found to be less effective at producing conical rolls,
compared to cylindrical rolls, since the increasing taper of the cone in the lengthwise direction made it
difficult to control an even pressure distribution along its entire length, which often caused uneven results
as well as wrinkling and unraveling of the rolls.
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Figure 20: (a)-(b) Samples pattern of encapsulated liquid alloy in a PDMS sheet. (c) Schematic of glass slider-aided
rolling method. (d) Sample set of rolled PDMS cylinders with encapsulated liquid alloy channels.

To prevent the liquid alloy channels of the planar CI platforms from rupturing while rolling, a new
method was developed. In this new approach, the sheet was incrementally and piece-wise rolled using a
fingertip to lift the PDMS sheet from the substrate and onto itself rather than to press it down with a glass
slider (see Figure 21). To avoid unraveling of the rolls, this method relied heavily on the PDMS being in a
semi-cured state (i.e. cured enough to release from the substrate but sufficiently tacky to allow the PDMS
to bond between the layers of the roll).

Figure 21: Revised rolling method schematic (top view). Arrows indicate the direction of the rolling and dashed lines
indicate where the PDMS sheet is to be cut.

This different approach was eventually employed to produce the various CI prototypes, both early proofof-concept designs and those designed for in-vitro and in-vivo experiments. For all prototypes, a 50 m
thick layer of uncured PDMS was used to encapsulate the circuitry. An appropriate level of semi-curing
PDMS was found to be achieved after 45 minutes of room temperature curing, after which the planar CI
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platforms were carefully cut to shape using scissors and finally rolled into thin cones. The cones were
rolled slowly and with minimal pressure to prevent damage to the liquid alloy channels.

4.2.6 Characterization of prototype devices
Various designs of CI electrode arrays were realized using the process developed through sections 3.2.1 –
3.2.5, including early proof-of-concept prototype designs featuring 1 or 3 liquid alloy electrodes as well as
prototype designs intended for in-vitro and in-vivo evaluation in 3D-printed cochlea and guinea-pig
models. CI prototypes for in-vitro and in-vivo experiments featured 3-4 solid platinum electrodes. Quality
control of the cochlear implant prototypes was performed with optical microscopy, a multimeter for
electrical measurements and with in-vitro tests performed on 3D-printed human and guinea-pig cochlea
models.
An optical microscope (Olympus) was used to measure the final diameter of the finished CI prototypes at
the tip, as well as the back end. The tip diameter of the prototype models could be used as a measure of
the smallest achievable cross section for a particular fabrication process and a benchmark value for
comparison with commercially available CI models. Optical microscopy also proved a useful tool for
inspection of the success rate and quality of platinum electrode integration. The true thickness of the
PDMS thin films produced with the manual film applicator was measured by examining the cross sections
of finished CI prototypes.
In-vitro evaluation in 3D-printed human and guinea-pig cochlea models was performed on an early CI
prototype to investigate the performance of the prototype during insertion. Performance was evaluated by
measuring the greatest achievable insertion depth of the CI prototype when inserted into the 3D-printed
models. Cochlea models were filled with a soapy solution and the CI prototype was carefully inserted into
both human and guinea-pig cochlea models using a tweezer. The insertion depth was then measured with
a ruler and recorded for comparison with commercially available CI.
The electrical performance was evaluated for four CI prototypes designed for in-vivo evaluation, each
featuring three platinum electrodes. The prototypes were placed in a petri dish and submerged in a
phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS) acting as an electrolyte. The electrical performance of the
prototypes was evaluated by measuring the resistance between two test leads, one connected to the copper
connector corresponding to each individual electrode and the other submerged into the saline solution in
close proximity to the tip of the CI prototype. A functioning electrode would then measure a resistance in
the same order as the resistance measured between two test leads which are both submerged in the
electrolyte solution. Figure 22 shows two photographs of the measurement setup.

Figure 22: Experimental setup for measuring the electrical resistance of CI prototypes. Measurement is performed
with a bench multimeter, on a CI prototype submerged in a petri dish filled with PBS.
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4.2.7 Evaluation of liquid alloy pattern thickness
Preliminary CI prototype models were designed with priority on achieving as small a diameter for the
needle shaped electrode array as possible. To this end, focus lay on producing a stretchable PCB with the
thinnest possible layer thickness using the available tools. A stretchable PCB with a total thickness of
approximately 120 m was achievable by casting the bottom PDMS layer in a mold made of a 70 m
thick vinyl tape and encapsulating the liquid alloy pattern in a 50 m thick PDMS layer. However,
spreading the encapsulation layer across the liquid alloy pattern with the film applicator would often
introduce shear-forces which caused the pattern to smear. This suggests that a thicker encapsulation layer
would be necessary to preserve liquid alloy pattern during encapsulation. To gauge the appropriate
encapsulation thickness, several sets of liquid alloy sample patterns were produced and the thickness
(height) of the patterns measured using optical profilometry (WYCO NT1100, Veeco Instruments, Inc).
Each sample set consisted of a set of five 0.25 mm by 25 mm liquid alloy lines which were airbrush
patterned on a substrate of PDMS using a 90 m thick vinyl tape mask. The pattern mask was peeled off
in the lengthwise direction of the lines, which was observed to cause larger droplets of liquid alloy to
accumulate at the end of each line. The height of the droplets was visibly much greater than the overall
height of the lines, which could potentially cause problems locally when encapsulating the pattern (see
Figure 23). Figure 23 shows a photograph of two sets of sample lines with the characteristic droplets on
the ends of the liquid alloy lines (left) and a photograph of an encapsulated line with a droplet protruding
out of the encapsulation layer (right).

Figure 23: Liquid alloy sample lines for thickness measurements by optical profilometry (left) and a microscope
photograph depicting the end of an encapsulated liquid alloy line with a droplet protruding from the encapsulation
layer.

For comparison, four distinctive types of sample sets were produced and measured on. The first type of
sample was placed on a Vortex shaker and vibrated for 30 s at 3000 rpm in an effort to level the height of
the accumulated liquid alloy droplets. For the second type of samples, a squeegee was used to scrape away
excess liquid alloy from the tape mask prior to mask peel off in an effort to prevent the droplets from
forming. A third type of sample was a combination of the first two types, and the fourth type was a
control type, which was neither vibrated nor scraped.
A comparison was also made between two measured samples, for which the liquid alloy was deposited
deliberately very thickly and very thinly, respectively.
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For each sample set, the height of five lines was measured at line segments in the middle of each line and
over the droplets, respectively. For each line, the height profile of the line was recorded along the length
of the line segment (x-profile) and across the width of the line segment (y-profile). The maximum height
at five different points along the line segment was recorded in order to calculate an average height and a
standard deviation for each line segment.
Each sample was measured with a 10x magnification objective and a 1x field of view (FOV) lens. Samples
were placed on a sample stage and manually calibrated to reduce tip/tilt from the measurement.
Calibration was performed by setting the focus on the surface of the substrate and adjusting the tip/tilt
until interference fringes were visible. The sample stage was then adjusted until the fringes were smeared
and lay perpendicular to the measured liquid alloy line segment. In the analysis software, the option
“Modal tilt” was selected to minimize manual tilt adjustment error. Any remaining tilt observed in the
measurement data was eliminated by post processing in MATLAB. The measurement method “Vertical
scan interferometry” (VSI) was used, which scans the measured segment along the vertical axis by shifting
the focus on the sample from high to low in incremental steps and records the height difference for each
point in focus.

4.2.8 Revised fabrication process and development of test devices
The initial device fabrication process, employed to produce the CI prototype models, was shown to
require further improvement, due to a very low yield of functional finished devices. Electrical
measurements of in-vivo CI prototypes revealed that almost all of the fabricated devices failed to conduct
an electrical signal. Troubleshooting of the process was performed by developing a series of simple test
devices, in order to determine which step (or steps) in the fabrication process that was responsible for
causing the critical failure.
First, the encapsulation sub-process was revisited and improved. Encapsulation of the liquid alloy
interconnects had previously shown a tendency to smear the liquid alloy pattern due to shear-forces
introduced by the film applicator. This problem was addressed in two steps: (i) increasing the thickness of
the encapsulation layer from 50 m to 100 m was proposed to reduce the smearing by virtue of
increasing the distance between the liquid alloy and the boundary layer of PDMS in close proximity to the
film applicator which was assumed to cause the shear-forces (see Figure 24 for an schematic illustration),
and (ii) By pouring the liquid PDMS of the encapsulation layer directly over the liquid alloy pattern and
letting it flow out to completely cover the pattern prior to flattening the layer with the film applicator, the
viscosity of the uncured PDMS was proposed to act as a mechanical support, keeping the liquid alloy in
place in spite of any lingering shear-force interaction between the PDMS and the liquid alloy pattern.

Figure 24: Schematic, illustrating the shear forces in the viscous uncured PDMS produced by the film applicator
when encapsulating liquid alloy in a 50 m thick layer of PDMS (left) vs a 100 m thick layer (right).

To test the propositions, a 150 m thick stretchable PCB was developed, which featured four straight,
parallel 0.3 mm by 25 mm liquid alloy interconnects, terminated at each end with a copper foil connector.
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The PCB was produced by first spreading a 50 m thick base layer of PDMS onto a substrate of glass.
The base layer was allowed to cure for 40 minutes in room temperature, while a cutter plotter was used to
cut out a vinyl tape pattern mask for patterning the liquid alloy interconnects, and copper foil connectors.
The tape mask was then laminated onto the semi-cured PDMS layer and liquid alloy was deposited with a
manual airbrush at a pressure of 25 psi. The mask was carefully peeled off in the lengthwise direction of
the liquid alloy interconnects, after which the glass substrate was vibrated at 3000 rpm on a Vortex shaker
for 30 s. The contact pads of the copper foil connectors were sprayed with liquid alloy to reduce contact
resistance between the copper and interconnects, and the connectors were placed onto the PDMS, in
contact with the liquid alloy pattern, and patted down flat. A second layer of uncured PDMS was poured
over the liquid alloy pattern and allowed to flow out. A film applicator was then slowly slid across the
pattern to flatten the encapsulation layer at a thickness 100 m. The device was then oven cured at 60 °C
for 10 minutes and finished by removing the excess PDMS covering the copper connectors. A multimeter
was used to measure the resistance over the liquid alloy interconnects, and optical microscopy was
employed to inspect the appearance of the encapsulated liquid alloy. Figure 25 (b) shows a photograph a
stretchable test PCB.

Figure 25: (a) Copper foil electrical connectors for the tests PCB and (b) two finished 150 m thick test PCB
featuring four liquid alloy channels each.

Next, the sub-process of rolling thin stretchable PCB into cylindrical structures was revisited and
improved. To this end, several similarly designed stretchable test PCB, featuring three and four 0.3 mm
wide liquid alloy interconnects, were developed, however the pattern was specifically designed to enable
the PCB to be rolled (see Figure 26 (a)). The stretchable PCB for the rolled test devices were fabricated
using largely the same process as the earlier test PCB. Following the encapsulation of the liquid alloy
pattern, the PCB were then oven cured at 60 °C and manually rolled into a cylindrical shape, as illustrated
in Figure 26 (b). The rolling method was iteratively improved, and the quality of each attempt was assessed
by electrical resistance measurements over each interconnect. A successful rolling method should produce
a “clean” cylindrical roll that does not spontaneously unravel, with preserved electrical conduction at a low
resistance (in the order of units of ) for all of the embedded liquid alloy interconnects.
To satisfy the specified requirements, the following factors were identified as crucial for success: (i) The
stretchable PCB should release effortlessly from the substrate when rolled, to prevent unnecessary strain
on the liquid alloy channels, (ii) the top surface of the stretchable PCB should be soft and tacky enough to
ensure easy initiation of the roll, without unraveling, (iii) the PDMS needs to be mechanically robust
enough to ensure that the liquid alloy channels are not irreversibly deformed or damaged under the
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pressure introduced by rolling the cylinder and (iv) the roll should be initiated “sufficiently far” (at least 2
mm) from the first liquid alloy channel.
Factor (i) was addressed, simply by preparing the PCB on a plastic OH-sheet substrate instead of a glass
substrate. Factors (ii) and (iii) required several steps to be resolved. Tuning the PDMS curing process
proved to be the most significant step to ensure success. At a curing temperature of 60 °C, factor (ii)
required a curing time of < 5 minutes, while factor (iii) was deemed to require > 5 minutes to be satisfied.
Resolving the seemingly incompatible requirements, required the PCB to be cured in two steps. An
optimal curing was achieved by first placing the PCB in a 60 °C oven immediately after encapsulation,
curing the PCB for 3 minutes and 20 seconds. The semi-cured PCB was then cut out with a scissor,
allowing a 2 mm length of PCB to be initially rolled, stopping just short of the first liquid alloy channel.
This initial roll helped to produce a cleaner roll overall, which would not spontaneously unravel. The PCB
was then placed in the oven a second time to cure for an additional 4 minutes at 60 °C. The second curing
provided enough mechanical robustness to the PDMS to prevent the liquid alloy channels from collapsing
when completing the cylindrical roll, while still retaining enough tackiness to prevent the roll from
unraveling.

Figure 26: (a) A planar test PCB, designed for rolling and (b) the same PCB once rolling has been initiated.
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5 Results

5.1 Cochlear implant prototypes
5.1.1 Planar CI PCB with electrode openings
Planar stretchable PCB for the proof-of-concept CI prototypes were configured as multilayer PDMS
structures, with a bottom layer molded in a 70 m thick vinyl tape mold and a 50 m thick top layer,
encapsulating atomization patterned liquid alloy microfluidic interconnects. Figure 27 (a) shows a
magnified photograph of three such liquid alloy interconnects encapsulated in a 50 m thick layer of
PDMS. The patterned lines are approximately 300 m wide. The appearance of the lines represents typical
results for a 50 m thick encapsulation layer, i.e. the lines appear flattened and are distinctly textured on
the surface oxide. This is in contrast to the appearance of the liquid alloy interconnects prior to
encapsulation, which is characterized by a generally smooth surface and a semi-cylindrical cross-section.
Figure 28 (b) is a microscope image of the cross-section of a rolled stretchable PCB, with encapsulated
liquid alloy channels. The image shows the total thickness of the PCB, which was measured to be 135.20
m a typical value for the CI prototype PCB.

Figure 27: (a) Three liquid alloy channels of a stretchable PCB, encapsulated in a 50 m thick layer of PDMS and
(b) a cross-section of a rolled stretchable PCB with a thickness of 135 m.

The liquid alloy interconnects of the CI prototypes were terminated by holes in the PDMS substrate layer,
acting as electrode openings. The electrode openings were fashioned by hole-punching, using single use
dispensing needles as circular knifes. Figure 28 shows images captured with a microscope, qualitatively
comparing the results of hole-punching through a 100 m thick sheet of PDMS, using needles of different
diameters. From (a)-(b) the outer diameters of the needles were 0.3 mm, 0.4 mm and 0.5 mm. The tips of
the needles with the largest and smallest diameter were blunt, whereas the tip of the 0.3 mm needle was
chamfered. As can be clearly recognized from Figure 28, the blunt tips produced highly irregular holes,
often with damage to the material surrounding the edges of the holes. The chamfered tip, however
produced very clean circular holes with a good edge definition and no noteworthy damage to the
surrounding material.
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Figure 28: Comparative images of hole-punched sheets of PDMS using dispenser needles with an outer diameter of
(a) 0.3 mm, (b) 0.4 mm and (c) 0.5 mm.

For each needle, a sample set of 25 holes were produced, and the maximum hole width measured with a
microscope. Figure 29 is a bar graph illustrating the average maximum hole width produced using each
respective needle with error bars representing the standard deviation of each sample set. Note the average
hole width is somewhat smaller than the specified outer diameter for all needles, indicating that the holes
are cut from the inner diameter of the needles. Furthermore, as was expected, the needle with the
chamfered tip had, by far, the smallest uncertainty.

Figure 29: Width of holes produced from hole-punching PDMS with various sizes of dispenser needles.

A completely assembled CI prototype PCB is pictured in Figure 30, still confined inside its vinyl tape
mold. The PCB features 3 liquid alloy interconnects and platinum electrodes. The leftmost part of the
PCB is the backend of the CI, containing the electrical connectors, which are joined to the liquid alloy
circuitry in the top left part. The total length of the CI is 4.5 cm including the backend. The tip of the CI,
which contains the electrodes, tapers from a width of 0.8 mm at its most narrow, to approximately 3.75
mm at its widest. The furthest electrode from the tip is situated approximately 3.5 mm from the tip. The
liquid alloy channels have a width of 2 mm at the backend, which tapers to 1 mm in the middle of the
PCB and then further to approximately 250 m close to the tip of the CI. The liquid alloy interconnects
are spaced m apart and are approximately spaced 500 m from all edges of the PCB at the tip. In
the middle of the PCB, the interconnects are spaced 2 mm apart and approximately 1.5 mm from the
edges, and at the base the spacing is 1 mm.
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Figure 30: Photograph of a finished CI electrode array PCB, designed for in-vivo evaluation in guinea-pig models.

5.1.2 Electrical connectors
Electrical connectors for the CI prototypes were fabricated from 25 m thick copper foil, using a cutter
plotter machine, and embedded into the stretchable PCB in contact with the liquid alloy interconnects.
The design of the connectors was optimized to prevent mechanical failure at the connector-liquid alloy
interface. Three different designs of connectors are pictured in Figure 31 (a)-(c). Each connector type is
designed with various details to anchor the copper inside the stretchable PCB. The connector type
pictured in Figure 31 (a) had the simplest design and proportionally less mass embedded into the PCB
which caused the connectors to easily detach from the device when not handled carefully. In addition, the
types in Figure 31 (b) and (c) featured holes, which could more effectively hold the connector in place.

Figure 31: Photographs showing differently designed electrical connectors for CI prototypes, in chronological order
of conception from (a) to (c).

A tensile test was performed, to compare the tensile strength between the types of connector designs,
when embedded in a thin layer of PDMS. The measurement samples are shown in Figure 32 (a), and the
results of the tensile test is presented in Figure 32 (b). The bars illustrate the average measured tension at
which the samples would detach from the PDMS embedment and the error bars represent the standard
deviation of each sample. According to the tensile test, the third design outperformed the former two,
with marginally less uncertainty than the second design and decidedly less uncertainty than the first design.
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Figure 32: (a) Photograph of tensile test samples of electrical connectors. (b) Tension at break in Newtons,
measured for each connector design.

5.1.3 Electrodes
CI electrode array prototypes were fabricated with pure liquid alloy electrodes as well as solid platinum
electrodes. The platinum electrodes were hole-punched from a 10 m thick foil to produce sub-millimeter
diameter circular platinum pieces that could be integrated into the stretchable PCB that constituted the CI
prototypes. The electrodes were hole-punched using stainless steel single use dispenser needles. Figure 33
(a)-(c) illustrate the typical appearance of the hole-cut platinum pieces, using dispenser needles with outer
diameters of 0.4 mm, 0.5 mm and 0.8 mm, respectively. The 0.4 mm needle had a chamfered tip, while the
two larger needles had blunt tips. Characteristically, all needles produce approximately circular, bowlshaped pieces of platinum. It is apparent that the chamfered needle cuts the platinum on the inner needle
diameter (see Figure 33 (a)) whereas the blunt needles cut the platinum from the outer diameter, resulting
in a flat wide rim along the circumference of the cut platinum pieces (see Figure 33 (b), (c)).
Unsurprisingly, the chamfered needle produces more cleanly cut electrodes compared to the blunt needles.
The typical size of the platinum electrodes produced with each gauge of needle is shown in Figure 33 (d)(f).
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Figure 33: (a)-(c) Optical microscope photographs of platinum electrode samples, cut with different sized dispenserneedles. (d)-(f) High contrast photographs showing width measurements of electrodes.

Platinum electrodes were flattened and could then be surface mounted onto the bottom PDMS layer of
the stretchable PCB for the CI prototypes, individually, using a manual pick & place machine. Figure 34
(a) shows that the electrodes could be manually placed within submillimeter precision. Figure 34 (b) shows
the same electrodes after liquid alloy deposition and encapsulation in a 50 m thick layer of uncured
PDMS. Note that the application the uncured PDMS has caused the liquid alloy to smear and half of the
platinum electrodes have consequently been dislodged from the structure, leaving behind the exposed
holes in the bottom layer of PDMS.

Figure 34: (a) Platinum electrodes, surface mounted onto a stretchable CI PCB prior to liquid alloy deposition and
(b) after liquid alloy encapsulation.
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Figure 35 (a) and (b) comparatively show typical examples of finished CI prototypes featuring liquid alloy
electrodes and solid platinum electrodes, respectively. Typically, the liquid alloy would leak from the
electrode opening (see Figure 35 (a)) leaving an uncovered hole, whereas the solid platinum electrode (see
Figure 35 (b)), once successfully integrated into the CI prototype, would cover the electrode opening and
prevent the liquid alloy from leaking, providing a conductive interface between the CI circuitry and the
outside of the CI.

Figure 35: (a) Electrode opening of CI featuring liquid alloy electrodes and (b) platinum electrodes.

5.1.4 Conductive polymer-elastomer composite material
Several attempts were made to synthesize an electrically conductive elastomeric composite material by
mixing the elastomer poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) with the conductive polymer poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with poly(styrene sulfonic acid) (PEDOT:PSS) aided by the addition of
poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-ethylene oxide) (PDMS-b-PEO). Furthermore, measurement samples were
produced in order to evaluate the electrical resistivity of the composite using a 4-point measurement
setup. Figure 36 (a) and (b) show two different measurement sample sets of the composite using Elastosil
RT601 (Wacker Chemie AG) and Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning Corporation), respectively, for the PDMS.
The figure shows a noteworthy difference in the apparent miscibility of Elastosil RT601, compared to
Sylgard 184. The samples featuring Elastosil RT601 exhibit obvious separation between the PDMS
(transparent) and PEDOT:PSS (blue), whereas the samples featuring Sylgard 184 appear more evenly
mixed, with no visible macro separation. It should, however be noted that neither of the samples exhibited
the desired mechanical properties of an elastomer. Indeed, the material was highly brittle, regardless of the
brand of PDMS used, and 4-point measurements were generally impossible to perform due to the samples
crumbling on contacting the test leads of the measurement equipment.
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Figure 36: Thin film samples of PDMS:PEDOT:PSS composite using (a) Elastosil RT601 and (b) Sylgard 184.

In order to circumvent the problem of brittleness and enable 4-point measurements, a third sample set
was produced, featuring samples such as the one pictured in Figure 37 (a). Measurement samples were
configured as 2x15 mm thin film bridges with copper foil contact pads. The resistance across the length of
each bridge could then be measured, with the test leads contacting the copper foil. The resistance of the
copper was assumed to be negligible compared to the resistance of the composite material. Due to
uncontrolled shrinkage of the composite material during high temperature oven curing (see Figure 37 (b),
lower), the thickness of the thin film was not reliably determined. For this reason only the resistance of
the sample could be reliably measured, and not the resistivity. For eight samples, the mean resistance was
measured to be approximately 95 k ± 35 k.
A second sample series could not be satisfactorily reproduced within the timeframe, as the fabrication
process produced samples of significant variation in quality. Figure 37 (b) shows two typical samples from
different sample series. The sample in the upper photograph shows significant separation between the
individual constituents, the PEDOT:PSS emerging only as small islands in the surrounding PDMS.
Samples from this series did not conduct any electric current.

Figure 37: (a) A revised PDMS:PEDOT:PSS sample. (b) Comparison of samples from two different sample sets.
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5.1.5 Dimensions of rolled CI prototypes
As an initial step to estimate the diameter of rolled cylinders of PDMS thin film, equation (1) was
employed. To verify the validity of equation (1), a small test series of PDMS thin film rolls was produced,
using the 100 m clearance gap of the manual film applicator when producing the PDMS sheet. The
length of the rolled PDMS sheets were measured using a ruler with a millimeter resolution and the
diameter of the cylinders was measured with an optical microscope. Figure 38 plots equation (1), in yellow,
assuming no central hole and a sheet thickness of 100 m. A least square fit was made from the
measurement data, which shows that equation (1) is likely overestimating the diameter.
Figure 39 shows a photograph of two finished CI electrode array prototypes, each of which features three
platinum electrodes. The total length of the prototypes was measured to be approximately 4.3 cm and the
active region of the electrode array, i.e. the region near the tip, which holds the electrodes is approximately
4 mm long.
It is essential that the diameter of the active region is made sufficiently small, to enable all of the
electrodes of the electrode array to enter the narrow cochlear duct. To evaluate the viability of the
prototype design, the smallest diameter of the active region was measured using an optical microscope and
used as a benchmark. A set of four prototype CI electrode arrays was fabricated and the diameter of each
prototype device was measured at the tip. Figure 40 (a) and (b) show the smallest and the largest measured
diameters of the set. The diameter ranged from approximately 421 m to approximately 636m. The
prototype devices were individually rolled, one after another, and the pair that were rolled last tended to
have a larger diameter compared to the pair that were rolled first.

Figure 38: Diameter of rolled sheets of thin film PDMS as a function of rolled material length.
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Figure 39: Photograph of two finished CI electrode array prototypes.

Figure 40: Optical microscope photographs with measurements of tip diameters of two different CI prototypes
from the same fabrication batch.

5.1.6 Characterization of electrical properties
The ability of the CI electrode array prototypes to conduct an electric signal was evaluated for a series of
four devices, featuring platinum electrodes. The active region of the electrode array was submerged in a
phosphate buffered saline solution and the electrical resistance was measured between the solution and
the electrical connectors of each device. The results of the measurements are presented in Table 2. The
electrodes of each device is labeled with a number ranging from 1-3, with 1 representing the electrode
furthest from the tip of the electrode array and 3 representing the electrode closest to the tip. As a
baseline for comparison, the resistance of the saline solution was also measured by submerging the
multimeter test leads into the solution 1 cm apart from one another. The saline solution measured a
resistance of approximately 60 kThe results in Table 2 are generally in the order of units of M,
however three outliers measured resistance values in the order of 100-300 k.
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Table 2: Results of resistance measurements for a set of four CI electrode array prototypes, submerged in PBS.

CIprototype
1
2
3
4

Resistance [M]
Electrodes
1
2
1.71
1.91
2.46
1.64
1.23
1.36
0.11

3
3.60
0.18
1.44
0.3

5.2 Liquid alloy pattern thickness
The overall thickness of a stretchable PCB is limited by the thickness (or height) of the liquid alloy pattern
that constitutes the circuitry of the PCB. To adequately encapsulate the liquid alloy pattern, the
encapsulation layer needs to be at least as thick as the maximal height of the liquid alloy pattern.
Preliminary results of fabricating CI prototypes indicate that an encapsulation layer of 50 m may be
insufficiently thick, since a large amount of liquid alloy gets removed from the pattern by shear forces
from the film applicator when applying the encapsulation layer (see Figure 34). Figure 41 (a) and (b) shows
the middle and end parts, respectively of a 250 m wide liquid alloy line encapsulated in a 100 m thick
layer of PDMS. As can be seen in the figure, 150 m appears to be sufficiently thick to encapsulate most
of the liquid alloy line, since the semi-cylindrical shape of the liquid alloy line is preserved after
encapsulation (see Figure 41 (a)), however the formation of a larger droplet of alloy on the end of the line
prevents the line to be full encapsulated (see Figure 41 (b)). To gauge the appropriate encapsulation
thickness, sets of liquid alloy test lines were produced and the height of the lines measured in the middle
of the lines as well as the ends of the lines.

Figure 41: Middle (a) and end (b) parts of a liquid alloy line encapsulated in a 100 m thick layer of PDMS.

Figure 42 compares the compiled measurement results of four different test sets, for which each set was
preprocessed by various methods. One set was unprocessed and kept as a control while other sets had
been either (i) vibrated at a high frequency after liquid alloy deposition, (ii) scraped to remove excess liquid
alloy prior to pattern mask removal or (iii) a combination of the two. Results show a great variation and
uncertainty between different sets. The most significant results that can be clearly discerned are (a)
vibrated lines have decidedly greater height in the middle of the lines compared to lines that were not
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vibrated and (b) vibrated lines have exceedingly less height at the end of the lines, compared to lines that
were not vibrated. Indeed, the height of the vibrated sets is approximately the same in the middle as at the
ends, while the height of the lines that were not vibrated can be anywhere from 4-10 times greater at the
end of the lines, compared to the middle of the lines.

Figure 42: Height measurement results of differently preprocessed liquid alloy lines, deposited on PDMS substrates.

Figure 43 (a) and (b), respectively, depict top view heat maps of three typical examples from two different
sets of liquid alloy test lines. Both sample sets were vibrated in order to level the height distribution of the
liquid alloy lines. The height is represented by color (the blue fields represent the substrate, the red fields
represent the tallest points of the heat map and white represents fields where no data could be collected).
The lines have an approximate width of 250 m and each image depicts a ca 600 m long segment of a
liquid alloy line. The samples shown in Figure 43 (a) were intentionally sprayed to be very thin, while the
samples in Figure 43 (b) were sprayed much thicker. Typically, we can note that the thicker lines are
characterized by even liquid alloy coverage and a semi-cylindrical cross section with a reasonably smooth
surface. The thinner lines typically have uneven coverage which results in the characteristic bottleneck
appearance seen in each sample in Figure 43 (a). As a result, the lines exhibit a much more irregular height
distribution with pronounced peaks and valleys.
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Figure 43: Heat maps, representing height measurements of liquid alloy test line segments. (a) Thinly sprayed and
(b) thickly sprayed.

5.3 Revised process and test devices
This section outlines the results of revising the fabrication process for thin and stretchable printed circuit
boards (PCB) rolled into cylinders. The revision included doubling the thickness of the encapsulation layer
of the PCB to prevent the liquid alloy from being disturbed during the encapsulation process, and
optimizing the curing process of the encapsulation layer to prevent the embedded liquid alloy channels of
the PCB from collapsing while rolling the PCB.

5.3.1 Thin elastomer PCB
Electrical characterization of preliminary CI prototypes and measurements of liquid alloy pattern thickness
prompted two questions regarding the fabrication process: (i) is a 100 m thick PDMS encapsulation layer
sufficient to successfully embed the liquid alloy pattern without affecting the appearance of the liquid alloy
and preserve electrical continuity through the interconnects? And (ii) what will be the resulting resistance
of the encapsulated liquid alloy interconnects?
To answer these questions, two thin and stretchable PCB were fabricated. The design was simple and
featured only four straight, 25 mm by 250 m, liquid alloy lines connected on each end to a copper
connector to enable continuity measurements with a multimeter (see Figure 44 (a)). The total thickness of
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the PCB was 150 m, with a 50 m thick substrate layer and a 100 m encapsulation layer. Figure 44 (b)
and (c) depict some details of the liquid alloy after encapsulation in PDMS. Note that the liquid alloy
interconnects are fully encapsulated and the semi-cylindrical profile of the lines are preserved, indicating
that the encapsulation process did not disturb the pattern. Comparing the appearance of the liquid alloy in
Figure 44 (c) and Figure 34 (b), it becomes especially apparent that a 100 m thick encapsulation layer is
preferable to 50 m.

Figure 44: (a) Photograph of two thin stretchable test PCB featuring 4 straight liquid alloy channels. (b) Magnified
detail photograph of liquid alloy-copper interface. (c) Magnified photograph of a liquid alloy line segment.

Resistance measurements with a multimeter confirmed that electrical continuity was preserved in all of the
liquid alloy interconnects. Measurement results are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Resistance measurement results for thin stretchable test PCB.

Line 1
Resistance [] 1.0

2
1.3

3
1.1

4
1.1

5
1.5

6
0.9

7
0.9

8
1.0

5.3.2 Test devices for the revised rolling process
To evaluate and revise the process of rolling stretchable PCB into cylinders, a series of test devices were
developed, which enabled easy measurement of electrical continuity and resistance in the liquid alloy
circuitry after rolling. Devices featured three to four liquid alloy interconnects, encapsulated in 125 m to
150 m thick PDMS sheets (25 m or 50 m thick bottom layer and 100 m thick top layer). Figure 45
showcases a selection of three devices from different stages of development, chronologically from left to
right.
Early stage devices, prepared on a glass substrate and rolled while the PDMS was semi cured (see Figure
45 (a) and (d)) were typically difficult to roll, due to strong adhesion of the semi-cured PDMS to the glass
substrate. As a result, the rolls were typically not perfectly cylindrical, but “knotty”, uneven and typically
contained trapped air bubbles. Few, if any, of the liquid alloy interconnects retained acceptable electrical
continuity after the devices had been rolled. The channels located closest to the center of the rolls typically
measured a much greater resistance than the outermost channels. Later devices, pictured in Figure 45 (b)
and (e), were prepared on plastic OH sheet substrates and were fully cured before rolling. Electrical
continuity could be measured, at lower resistances, however the fully cured PDMS was still fragile and,
consequently the liquid alloy channels would often rupture and leak liquid alloy. Measurements revealed
that different liquid alloy channels would conduct electricity through each other. Furthermore, the fully
cured PDMS exhibited low self-adhesion and as a result, the rolled cylinders could spontaneously unravel.
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Devices produced with the most optimized process (see Figure 45 (c) and (f)) were prepared on plastic
OH sheets and were cured in two stages. First, the PDMS was semi cured, after which an initial 2-4 mm
length of the thin PCB was rolled up to the first liquid alloy channel. The PDMS was then fully cured and
the rolling was resumed until the entire length of the PCB had been rolled into a cylinder. This process
could reproducibly yield smooth cylindrical rolls, which would not rupture or spontaneously unravel.
Furthermore, all liquid alloy channels had preserved electrical continuity with low resistance.

Figure 45: (a)-(c) Photographs of rolled stretchable test devices in order of conception. (d)-(f) Magnified details of
the test devices which showcase typical results.

The diameter of three rolled test devices was measured with an optical microscope. The length of rolled
material ranged between 5-6 mm. Each device was measured at four points along the cylinder and the
average diameter was 957 m (+/- 101 m). Figure 46 shows the measured diameters of two test devices
each featuring three liquid alloy interconnects.

Figure 46: Typical diameter measurements of rolled stretchable PCB test devices, captured with an optical
microscope.
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The details of the development process are listed in Table 4.

Table 4: Compiled resistance measurement results, working conditions, and comments from development of rolled
stretchable test devices.

Line

1st attempt

2nd
attempt

3rd attempt

4th attempt

5th attempt

6th attempt
7th attempt

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
2
3

PDMS
Resistance
curing
[]
conditions
4.5 min
60 °C oven
177
5.00E6
195E3
4.5 min
60 °C oven
258
17.9
13.2
4.5
10 min
60 °C oven
6.0
4.3
15.48E6
5 min
5.3
+ 5 min
2.9
60 °C oven
2.7
3.8
3 min
4.3
+ 5 min
2.3
60 °C oven
1.8
10.4
3 min
12.4
+ 5 min
60 °C oven
4.5
16.7
3 min
7.0
+ 5 min
60 °C oven
2.9

PDMS sheet
thickness
[m]

Working
substrate

50 + 100

Glass

50 + 100

Glass

25 + 100

OH
plastic

25 + 100

OH
plastic

50 + 100

OH
plastic

50 + 100

OH
plastic

50 + 100

OH
plastic

Comments
Few (if any) lines with
acceptable resistance after
rolling. PDMS still soft after
curing and adheres strongly
to working substrate,
making it difficult to roll.
Cylinders become
malformed and “knotty” by
rolling.
PDMS fully cured before
rolling. Better release from
substrate, easier to roll.
Cylinders look smooth but
unravel easily. Channels
become ruptured and leak
liquid alloy. Lines conduct
through each other.

2-4 mm initial length of
PDMS sheet rolled after
first 3 minutes curing.
Entire length rolled after
fully cured. Cylinders look
smooth and no channels
ruptured. Cylinders do not
spontaneously unravel. All
channels conduct with low
resistance after rolling.

5.4 In-vitro evaluation of insertion depth
The achievable depth of insertion of a CI electrode array into the cochlea is an important property to
consider, which determines the breadth of the reproducible frequency spectrum by the CI. The insertion
depth in turn depends on the size as well as the stiffness of the electrode array. A narrow and soft
electrode array will be much easier to navigate through the turns of the cochlear duct without causing
significant trauma, compared to a thick and stiff electrode array. Figure 47 shows the results of evaluating
the achievable insertion depth by in-vitro insertion in 3D-printed human (Figure 47 (a) and (c)) and guinea
pig (Figure 47 (b) and (d)) cochlea models. The CI prototype had a total length of 3 cm and featured three
liquid alloy electrodes. The tip diameter of the electrode array was approximately 450 m and tapered
linearly to a base diameter of approximately 1 mm. Figure 47 (a) shows the electrode array inserted
approximately 1.5 turns in a human cochlea model and Figure 47 (b) shows the electrode array inserted
into a guinea pig cochlea model. Figure 47 (c) and (d) show the insertion depths into the human and
guinea pig cochlea, respectively. The electrode array could be inserted 23 mm into the human cochlea
model and approximately 4.5 mm into the guinea pig cochlea model.
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Figure 47: Photographs of a CI prototype inserted into 3D-printed (a) human and (b) guinea-pig cochlea models.
Measured insertion depth in (c) human and (d) guinea-pig cochlea models.
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6 Discussion

This section discusses the experimental results presented in the previous section. The structure of the
discussion will be in the same general order as the previous two sections.
The development of the proof-of-concept CI prototypes from stretchable PCB initially showed some
promise. Using a manual film applicator to produce thin films of PDMS as thin as 50 m provided a quick
and simple means to achieve fast prototype PCB with encapsulated liquid alloy interconnect patterns. PCB
as thin as ca 125-135 m could be reliably reproduced. Finished CI prototypes could be reproduced with a
tip diameter of ca 450-600 m, which is comparable (albeit somewhat larger) to some commercially
available CI [41]. Further efforts to achieve a thinner PCB should be made, in order to miniaturize the
final CI design. In addition to producing a smaller diameter, reducing the thickness of the stretchable PCB
would moreover likely assist the rolling process, since a thinner silicone film is more prone to selfadhesion whereas a thicker film is stiffer and thus more prone to spring-back once rolled.
Using a chamfered dispenser needle as a manual hole-cutter proved a promising method to produce the
electrode openings in the PCB as well as to produce circular Pt-foil electrodes. However, a wider gauge
needle should be used to cut the Pt-electrodes to ensure that the electrodes completely cover the openings
and prevent liquid alloy from leaking out of the devices. To prevent the Pt-electrodes from becoming
dislodged by sources of external stress on the devices, the possibility of surface treating the Pt-foil to bond
with silicone should be investigated. The process of cutting out each electrode opening manually and
sequentially is certainly inefficient and thus ill-suited for a batch process scheme. A better choice would be
to use a fixture, able to punch many holes simultaneously, or perhaps decide on an automated laser cutting
process. A fixture would also significantly reduce the uncertainty associated with aligning the holes to the
liquid alloy pattern mask by hand.
The notion of soft electrodes, such as the pure liquid alloy or elastomeric electrodes, which were briefly
investigated in this project, are of great interest to study, due to their potential to alleviate the trauma
associated with stiffness mismatch between electrodes and tissue. No feasible CI prototype featuring soft
electrodes could, however, be fabricated within the timeframe of this project. Preliminary attempts at
incorporating pure liquid alloy electrodes into the CI design resulted in liquid alloy leakage upon removal
of the device from the working substrate. Further work should thus be done to include a mechanism
which prevents liquid alloy from leaking out of the electrode opening while maintaining the ability to
transmit an electric current. A suitable solution could conceivably be to e.g. cover the electrode opening
with a thin conductive hydrogel membrane. Preliminary attempts to fabricate an elastomeric conductive
polymer hybrid could not yield satisfactory results within the timeframe of this project. Although
conductive thin film samples could be fabricated, the results were not reproducible due to high variability.
Furthermore, the hybrid material did not exhibit any discernible elastomeric properties. The problems
remain thus far unresolved and further study should be conducted.
Finished CI prototypes demonstrated promising performance in in-vitro evaluation when inserted into
3D-printed models of both human and guinea-pig cochlea. The prototypes featured three electrodes in the
active part of the electrode array on a length interval of ca 4 mm. The insertion depth achieved upon invitro evaluation was 23 mm, which means that a total of 15-18 electrodes could hypothetically be
integrated into the design and be accommodated by the human cochlea, if the size and spacing of the
electrodes were to be kept the same as for the developed prototypes. Evaluation of the electrical
performance of the CI prototypes, however revealed significant flaws in the established fabrication
process. Of the twelve evaluated electrodes (four CI prototypes, each featuring three electrodes), nine
electrodes measured a much higher resistance (in the order of M compared to the remaining three,
which measured an order of magnitude greater resistance than the baseline value of 60 k(i.e. the
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measured resistance of the buffered PBS), strongly indicating that the fabrication process does not yield
consistently performing CI electrodes.
Measurements of spray deposited liquid alloy thickness revealed, unsurprisingly, a significant inherent
variability related to manual airbrushing. The thickness of liquid alloy patterns varied approximately in the
order of 10-20 m within a single sample set, however between sets, the average pattern thickness could
vary from 35-75 m in extreme cases. The reason for this inconsistency is likely an aggregation of several
contributing factors associated with high uncertainty, such as the height at which the airbrush is held,
scanning speed while spraying, air pressure and liquid alloy droplet size. An uncertainty in the order of
40m is roughly in the same order as the desired thickness of the liquid alloy encapsulation layer, which is
naturally problematic. The encapsulation layer needs to be at least marginally thicker than the maximal
thickness of the liquid alloy pattern, in order to properly encapsulate it, and should also account for the
uncertainty of the liquid alloy thickness. This obviously contributes to the overall thickness of the
stretchable PCB, which consequently adds to the diameter of the rolled CI. In the interest of developing
thin diameter CI, the ability to consistently produce thinly sprayed liquid alloy patterns is thus of critical
importance. To this end, manual airbrush patterning may be insufficiently precise, as indicated by the
magnitude of the inherent uncertainty. Conversely, an automated airbrush system could be precisely tuned
to eliminate some of the above stated sources of uncertainty.
Improvements on the fabrication process included doubling the thickness of the PDMS encapsulation
layer of the stretchable PCB to better account for the thickness of the liquid alloy pattern, as well as
revisiting the curing- and rolling processes. Results showed that it is possible to reproduce 150 m thick
stretchable PCB with 25 mm by 0.3 mm encapsulated liquid alloy lines with a measured resistance of ~1,
much of which can be attributed to contact resistance. This indicates that the unreasonably high resistance
measured in the CI prototypes is likely caused by a suboptimal rolling process rather than the
encapsulation process. To test this hypothesis and to optimize the rolling process, test PCB were designed
to allow easy resistance measurements after being rolled into cylinders. Indeed, initial tests revealed that
simply rolling a semi-cured PCB (as was the case with the CI prototypes) would mostly result in extremely
high measured resistance or complete loss of electrical continuity in the liquid alloy circuitry. Conceivably,
the semi-cured PDMS is unable to retain its original shape during the rolling process, and thus permanent
deformations of the liquid alloy channels cause the circuitry to fail. On the other hand, fully cured PCB
lacked the necessary surface tackiness, characteristic to semi-cured PDMS, in order to easily initiate a roll.
Furthermore, the inferior adhesive quality of fully cured PDMS prevented most of the rolled PCB to
remain rolled, without spontaneously unraveling after a short time. A carefully tuned two-step curing
process in which the PCB were first semi-cured to ensure easy roll initiation, and subsequently fully cured
to ensure mechanical robustness provided a satisfactory solution.
As indicated by the results in Table 4, the innermost liquid alloy channels (i.e. those closest to the center of
a rolled cylinder) often exhibited much worse performance, compared to the outermost. This may be due
to greater strain experienced by the inner channels caused by the more pronounced curvature closer to the
center of the cylindrical roll. Initiating the rolling at least 2 mm from the first liquid alloy channel
guaranteed that all channels would be located sufficiently far from the center of the cylinder. Attempts 5-7
in Table 4 represent the optimized rolling process. With this process, it was possible to reliably reproduce
cylindrical rolls of 150 m thick stretchable PCB with an average measured circuit resistance of ca 6.6 ,
which can be considered a great improvement upon the preliminary results of the CI prototypes. Note
that, in spite of the denomination as “stretchable electronics”, CI do not require stretching, and hence no
resistance measurements during stretching were performed in this project.
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7 Conclusion and Outlook

In summary, this project has built upon established fabrication processes for stretchable electronics,
founded on microfluidic principles, in an attempt to develop a compliant and batch producible cochlear
implant (CI) electrode array. Thin stretchable printed circuit boards (PCB) featuring a patterned
encapsulated liquid alloy circuitry and hole-punched electrode openings were produced by a soft silicone
multilayer arrangement. The fabrication and integration of solid platinum electrodes, as well as soft
electrodes (liquid alloy and composite elastomer, respectively) was investigated. Thin conical CI electrode
arrays were then produced by manually rolling the planar PCB.
The performance of the developed CI prototypes was evaluated by optical microscopy, electrical
characterization and in-vitro insertion tests in 3D-printed cochlea models. CI prototypes, featuring three
platinum electrodes, were produced from 125-135 m thick PCB, with tip diameters of approximately
400-600 m. In-vitro evaluation of a CI prototype showed an achievable insertion depth of 23 mm in a
human cochlea model and 4-6 mm in a guinea-pig cochlea model. Electrical characterization of the CI
prototypes, however, revealed the presence of significant flaws in the fabrication process, resulting in an
unreasonably low yield of functional electrode arrays. To resolve this, the methods for liquid alloy
encapsulation and rolling of stretchable PCB were revisited and improved. After careful tuning of the
silicone curing process and rolling method, it was possible to produce mechanically robust, cylindrically
rolled soft PCB with a low circuit resistance.
While the presented prototypes may be considered a proof of concept, much improvement can and
should be done on the work to make the devices viable for in-vivo testing or indeed commercial use.
Fabrication steps like the production and integration of platinum electrodes should be automated, to
better suit a batch production scheme. Further work to produce and integrate soft electrodes should be
conducted, as attempts thus far have been unsuccessful. Efforts should be made to also incorporate a
conductive hydrogel membrane covering the electrode openings of the CI electrode array to mitigate the
stiffness of the solid platinum electrode and prevent leakage of the encapsulated liquid alloy. In the
interest of developing a very and thin electrode array, it is essential to further miniaturize the design of the
electrode array. To this end, working to minimize the thickness of the stretchable PCB is recommended.
Liquid alloy deposition can thus favorably be transferred from manual airbrushing to automated machine
airbrushing to enable optimal tuning of the pattering process, allowing consistently thin patterns. In order
for very thin (< 50 m) silicone layers to withstand the pressure of manually rolling stretchable PCB,
without rupturing the encapsulated liquid alloy channels, it is also recommended to use a very low
durometer (< Shore 40A) medical grade silicone with a high (>100%) elongation at break.
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